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“Make it Up as You Go” - A 2020 Stitch-a-Long 

 

     Here is a fun project for everyone to do!    It’s something we can work on while social 

distancing… and won’t it be fun to see how many different options we come up with when 

complete?   They will make a wonderful display at our 2022 Quilt Show!   We will vote for 

favorites and have prizes!   

     We will start with a 16” finished Medallion - your choice.   (16 ½” unfinished)  This can be a 

large pieced block, an appliqued block,  or a combination of four  8” finished blocks that will 

create  a cool center for your quilt.    Hint: If you are choosing an appliqued medallion, start with 

a square at least 17” and trim it down when you are finished with your applique work,  (just 

make sure you don’t go clear to the outside edge with your beautiful work.       

     Use a variety of sources to come up with your choice for your medallion….  1) Quilter’s 

Cache dot com   2)  look in your own personal library of quilting books   3)  look on Pinterest  4)  

do a “Google”  search    5) enlarge one of your favorite blocks to be the correct size  6) maybe 

you have an orphan block that you can use    

     Choose your color palette.   A two  or three color palette with a neutral might work best, but if 

scrappy is your jam,  go for it!   I will most likely choose two color families and use a variety of all 

the shades and hues within each, using  from my stash as I go.    

    Then,  each time we release  the next round  you will be given directions for  two different 

border choices,  but you can always  to go your own way!   Most pieced borders will be 4” 

finished with the math we have used.  The result will be a finished quilt that will measure 

between 65” and 70” square.   

    Each pieced border will be alternated with a  “coping border”  or “resting border”  which will 

allow for  seam allowance differences and to make sure that you are starting the next pieced 

border with a measurement that plays well with the size blocks we are going to be stitching.       
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The first “resting border” will be given in the October Patchword. The November Patchword will 

have  first pieced borders.  Sew….get started on your Medallion!  You have plenty of time to do 

something really individual! 

Supplies Needed:  Remember… it is a mystery!  

    Best estimate:  

       If you want to use one consistent background / neutral fabric… you will need 

approximately  4 ½ yards (if you choose the borders that are background heavy).     I am 

starting with 5 yards of my neutral.  Some border choices will use less background fabrics than 

others.    You can choose to do scrappy backgrounds, and use up some stash… remember, it’s 

your quilt!  

     Scrappy?   Use up those fat quarters!   Dig into your scraps!   Look in your strip bin!    De-

stash some of those pieces in your yardage!   I purchased some batik fat eighths a couple of 

years ago at a quilt show that are begging to be put to work….  

     Not a scrappy person?   You can use  just 2 constant fabrics…. pick two pieces that 

compliment and contrast each other  - about 2 ½ - 3 yards each.  This will allow for any cutting 

errors, or personal changes you might want to add along the way.   

 

Most importantly,   Have Fun!  And please share your progress with us at Show & Tell!   

 

Questions:   Joy Rupplinger  - 503 901-1711  

                      Denise Gies -  503 407-0856 

        

 


